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Question: 1
What is symmetric encryption?

A.
B.
C.
D.

It simultaneously creates ciphertext and a same-size MAC.
It any form of encryption mat ensures that thee ciphertext is the same length as the plaintext.
It uses the same key to encrypt plaintext as to decrypt ciphertext.
It uses a Key that is double the size of the message which it encrypts

Answer: C
Question: 2
Which attack is an example or social engineering?
A. An email Is used to impersonate a Dank and trick users into entering their bank login
information on a fake website page.
B. A hacker eavesdrops on insecure communications, such as Remote Desktop Program (RDP).
and discovers login credentials.
C. A user visits a website and downloads a file that contains a worm, which sell-replicates
throughout the network.
D. An attack exploits an operating system vulnerability and locks out users until they pay the
ransom.

Answer: A

Question: 3
Which of the following options is not a passive means of obtaining information? ( )[Multiple choice]*
A. port scan
B. port mirroring
C. capture packets
D. collect log education

Answer: C
Question: 4
What correctly describes the Pairwise Master Key (PMK) in thee specified wireless security protocol?
A. In WPA3-Enterprise, the PMK is unique per session and derived using Simultaneous Authentication
of Equals.
B. In WPA3-Personal, the PMK is unique per session and derived using Simultaneous Authentication of
Equals.
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C. In WPA3-Personal, the PMK is derived directly from the passphrase and is the same tor every
session.
D. In WPA3-Personal, the PMK is the same for each session and is communicated to clients that
authenticate

Answer: A

Question: 5
What role does the Aruba ClearPass Device Insight Analyzer play in the Device Insight architecture?

A.
B.
C.
D.

It resides in the cloud and manages licensing and configuration for Collectors
It resides on-prem and provides the span port to which traffic is mirrored for deep analytics.
It resides on-prem and is responsible for running active SNMP and Nmap scans
It resides In the cloud and applies machine learning and supervised crowdsourcing to metadata sent
by Collectors

Answer: D
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